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Abstract
With the continuous scaling of device dimensions, the number of cores on a single
die is constantly increasing. This integration of hundreds of cores on a single die leads to
high power dissipation and thermal issues in modern Integrated Circuits (ICs). This
causes problems related to reliability, timing violations and lifetime of electronic devices.
Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) techniques have emerged as potential solutions
that mitigate the increasing temperatures on a die. However, considering the scaling of
system sizes and the adoption of the Network-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm to serve as the
interconnection fabric exacerbates the problem as both cores and NoC elements
contribute to the increased heat dissipation on the chip.
Typically, DTM techniques can either be proactive or reactive. Proactive DTM
techniques, where the system has the ability to predict the thermal profile of the chip
ahead of time are more desirable than reactive DTM techniques where the system utilizes
thermal sensors to determine the current temperature of the chip.
Moreover, DTM techniques either address core or NoC level thermal issues
separately. Hence, this thesis proposes a combined proactive DTM technique that
integrates both core level and NoC level DTM techniques. The combined DTM
mechanism includes a dynamic temperature-aware routing approach for the NoC level
elements, and includes task reallocation heuristics for the core level elements.
On-chip wireless interconnects recently envisioned to enable energy-efficient
data exchange between cores in a multicore chip will be used to provide a broadcastcapable medium to efficiently distribute thermal control messages to trigger and manage
iv

the DTM. Combining the proactive DTM technique with on-chip wireless interconnects,
the on-chip temperature is restricted within target temperatures without significantly
affecting the performance of the NoC based interconnection fabric of the multicore chip.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Considering how multicore processors and System-on-Chip (SoC) architectures integrate
hundreds of cores on a single chip, having an interconnect fabric to enhance performance plays a
crucial role. For this purpose energy efficient and high performance Network-on-Chip (NoC)
architectures are utilized [9][34][43][44]. However, having said that, such traditional network
fabrics suffer from a crucial performance and power consumption limitation in multicore chips.
This is due to the high power consumption and latency in increased global wire lengths.
To overcome this limitation NoCs adapt small-world based architectures, which have
long range wired-links between distant cores, reducing the average hop count [1]. As the system
size scales up, the average number of hops for communication between any two cores increases.
Adopting small-world based topologies reduces the average hop count in such heavily scaled up
systems through the introduction of long distant “shortcuts” [43][45]. Small-world architectures
can further be improved by incorporating energy efficient wireless links instead of long range
wired links. In such architectures, these long range wireless links are known to carry heavy
traffic, thus allowing high energy savings through the use of these wireless links. Figure 1 shows
a depiction of a small-world NoC architecture having broadcast capable wireless transceivers.
However, even when using such energy efficient architectures and wireless links, the chip
temperature of highly scaled multicore systems continues to increase. This can be attributed to
the formation of thermal hotspots within the chip. Prolonged operation at such high temperatures
leads to issues with respect to reliability, timing variations and lifetime of the electronic device.
This thesis looks at a Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) technique to mitigate such thermal
issues. DTM has been an active area of research for several years now. State-of-the-art multicore
1

processors such as Intel Core i7 and Single Chip Cloud computer (SCC) use DTM mechanisms
like Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and clock/power gating [1].

Figure 1: An example small-world NoC architecture having wireless transceivers.
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DTM schemes are triggered based on temperature measured using on-chip thermal
sensors. This makes the scheme reactive, requiring long reaction time. To add to this, the
characteristics and reliability of the sensors impact the effectiveness of the DTM scheme directly
[2]. To overcome this, more recently predictive or proactive DTM schemes have been proposed
[3][4]. In [4] a Look-Up Table (LUT) based approach was proposed to predict the temperature of
the chip at future time instants using a LUT characterizing the thermal response of the chip.
Based on the predicted future temperatures task reallocation heuristics were appropriately
triggered as part of the DTM scheme. However, for large system sizes, this LUT based approach
is not scalable due to the large memory requirements to store the LUT.
On the other hand, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are being increasingly used for
modeling and prediction due to their ability to learn and adapt [5]. Also, recently an ANN based
predictor was designed to keep track of, and avoid inter-core traffic congestion in multicore
chips [6]. For this thesis, an ANN based prediction engine was used to trigger the proposed
proactive DTM mechanism. By having a prediction based DTM scheme, transient overshoot in
temperatures seen in reactive DTM approaches can be avoided.
In addition to being a predictive mechanism, modern DTM mechanisms are required to
combine both core-level as well as interconnect-level DTM techniques. The NoC paradigm is an
interconnection fabric that stitches hundreds of cores together on the same die [7]. The proposed
DTM scheme is a core-level and interconnect level combined scheme. The DTM mechanism is
equipped with an intelligent algorithm that triggers either core-level or NoC level DTM
depending on the requirements and cause of thermal emergency. Thus, the proposed dynamic
thermal management scheme is a proactive thermal management technique which aims at
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maintaining temperature uniformity across the chip by taking into consideration the temperatures
of both the cores and the network level elements.
On the other hand, to mitigate the thermal issues due to NoC components there is an
ongoing search for energy efficient interconnects. Several emerging interconnect technologies
like 3D integration, photonic, RF and wireless transceivers for on-chip inter-core data transfer
have been considered [8]. Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) on-chip Wireless Interconnects (WIs) are
capable of achieving multi gigabit data transfer rates. They are also CMOS compatible and can
be relatively easily fabricated. [9] Has shown that the design and implementation of mm-wave
transceivers are indeed energy efficient.
This inherent capability of the mm-wave WIs to share the wireless channel and provide a
broadcast capability has been shown to be beneficial for the exchange of control and
synchronization information across a multicore chip [14]. Particularly, in this thesis, these WIs
are used to send the utilization information of all the cores, switches and links to the thermal
predictor. On receiving the utilization information, the thermal predictor estimates the thermal
profile of the chip to trigger the combined DTM. The trigger information is packetized and
broadcast by the DTM module for all the switches and cores to take action.
When compared to the conventional solely electronic NoC, the mm-wave based wireless
NoCs (WiNoCs) have shown to achieve significantly lower energy consumption and higher
bandwidth [10][11]. In these mm-wave based WiNoCs, multiple transceivers share the wireless
channel using a token based Medium Access Control (MAC) for distributed asynchronous
transmission without collisions or contention [12][13]. Thus, for this thesis, a WiNoC which
incorporates energy efficient mm-wave wireless transceivers is considered. This WiNoC enables
fast and efficient triggering of the proposed combined proactive DTM technique.
4

1.1.

Thesis Contribution
The following summarizes the contribution of this work:


Proposed combined DTM mechanism


Design and implementation of combined dynamic thermal management scheme
for WiNoCs.



Proposed a new task reallocation heuristic which takes into both consideration
temperatures of elements on the chip and communication density of the network.



Integration of DTM scheme with thermal predictor for a WiNoC architecture


Integrated proposed DTM scheme with ANN based thermal predictor for a 64
core WiNoC based architecture.



Evaluation of thermal characteristics and performance of the WiNoC utilizing
the proposed combined DTM technique

5

Chapter 2

Related Work

Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) techniques have been extensively investigated in
literature. Both reactive and proactive based DTM techniques have previously been researched in
academia. DTM techniques studied either concentrate on mitigating temperature of cores or the
temperature of NoC components individually. Such techniques ensure that the temperature of
either cores or NoC components do not exceed beyond a specified target threshold. Dynamic
task migration is a common technique for reducing peak temperature. Such task migration
techniques aim at redistributing current processes on to available cores based on the current
thermal profile of the die. Quite a few migration schemes have been discussed about in [15]. [16]
Talks about a distributed scheme where task migration among neighboring cores is suggested.
Based on the current thermal profile of the die, such a technique allows the system to respond to
real time thermal changes of the chip, and adapt to the workload. In [17], considering having
heterogenous and morphable cores, an efficient task mapping algorithm under power constraints
is proposed. [18] Proposes “Heat-and-Run”, which is a temperature-aware task assignments and
migration scheme which aims to manage the chip temperature dynamically. In [3], both reactive
and proactive thermal management schemes are proposed. These thermal management schemes
utilized autoregressive moving average and lookup table based temperature estimation. [19]
Talks about a convex optimization method which can be used to control and maintain the
temperature of the chip within a pre-defined user target threshold temperature. Thermal Herd is a
runtime distributed scheme for thermal management that allows NoC routers to collaboratively
regulate the network temperature profile and work so as to avoid thermal emergencies while
minimizing performance impact [20].
6

At the same time, researchers are also investigating the potential of designing NoCs using
wireless interconnects so as to reduce the energy consumption for on-chip data transfer. More
recently, [10] proposes a wireless NoC architecture based on CMOS Ultra Wideband (UWB)
technology. [21] Proposes having a wireless NoC with some unequal RF transceivers so as to
improve the performance of the conventional mesh topology. To enable the concurrent use of
wireless channels, [22] discusses the possibility of having a time-multiplexed Medium Access
(MAC) protocol which utilizes the ultra-shot pulses generated from UWB transceivers. [23]
Proposes the design of miniature antennas that can operate in the sub THz range of 100-500
GHz. The authors in [11] talk about the design of a wireless NoC employing a small world
topology which utilizes carbon nanotube (CNT) antennas that operate in the THz frequency
range. However, integrating these antennas with the standard CMOS processes needs to
overcome significant challenges associated with the manufacturing processes. Whereas mmwave wireless CMOS on-chip antennas operating in the sub-THz frequency range are a more
near term solution. In [24], these mm-wave wireless on-chip antennas are designed and evaluated
for intra and inter chip communication. In [45], system level performance evaluation for intra
and inter chip communication using mm-wave is presented. Several possibilities of enabling onchip communication through wireless antennas have been explores in [25] and [9]. These two
research works have proposed a design of a wireless architecture using long range wireless
shortcuts. From [26], it is seen that the WiNoC has a better temperature profile when compared
to the traditional mesh. Also, from [27] it is seen that incorporating a power management scheme
like Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) in a WiNoC can improve the thermal
profile of the chip. In [28], the authors discuss the effect of a thermal management scheme on a
WiNoC architecture. In [29], a temperature-aware rerouting scheme for a wireless network-on7

chip architecture is proposed. This thesis looks at including energy-efficient broadcast capable
wireless transceivers to help communicate control packets between cores and the thermal
predictor which has not yet been explored.
However, most of the current research works mainly focuses on thermal management
schemes for the processing cores or NoC components individually whereas both contribute to the
temperature of each other significantly, affecting the overall chip temperature. Thus, as part of
this thesis we address the local hotspots in multicore chips through a combined dynamic thermal
management scheme utilizing a temperature-aware routing strategy and task reallocation, so as to
maintain chip temperature within specified target thresholds.

8

Chapter 3

Combined Dynamic Thermal Management Scheme

In this section, a method for equipping the scheduler in a multicore chip with a combined
proactive thermal management schemes is proposed. The proposed technique combines
temperature-aware task reallocation with network level rerouting to improve the thermal profile
and at the same time aims at minimizing its impact on the system performance. As part of this
proactive thermal management technique, a neural network based thermal predictor is used to
predict the temperature and take corrective measures instead of reacting to the temperatures
measured from the on-chip thermal sensors. This eliminates transient temperature overshoots
before thermal management measures are activated.
By means of redistributing the workload, task reallocation reduces the temperature of the
cores in the system. However, task reallocation may or may not be able to reduce the network
hotspots. For example, if in a system a NoC switch happens to be a busy junction then this
switch will tend to heat much quicker when compared to the other switches on the chip. This
affects the reliable and sustainable operation of the switch. This same issue can be seen for
specific links between switches that experience heavy traffic. In such cases task reallocation may
not be able to reduce the traffic activity on those NoC components. Thus, as part of this thesis, a
proposal to investigate a dynamic routing approach which takes into account the temperatures of
NoC components (switches and links) is considered. The idea behind this approach is to be able
to dynamically reconfigure the routing paths in response to temperature increases, so that heat
dissipation is distributed better.
To activate the dynamic thermal management mechanism, a single temperature target
threshold, Tth is considered. However, as task reallocation essentially changes traffic among
9

cores by redistributing tasks, triggering task reallocation may affect rerouting decisions. For this
purpose, a sliding window method to trigger the combined DTM scheme, so as to avoid
oscillations between task reallocation and rerouting is employed. The neural network based

Figure 2: The proposed combined Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) scheme.
thermal estimator, described later in section 3.3 predicts component temperatures starting from
next time instance to all time instances within the window. If the estimated temperature of any
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core increases beyond Tth, the scheduler using the combined DTM scheme activates a
temperature aware task reallocation scheme.
However, if the predicted switch or link temperatures is greater than Tth, then the
scheduler slides the window to predict the core temperature within the next window interval, and
if any of the cores exceed Tth on the next window, the scheduler triggers task reallocation instead
of rerouting, otherwise, the scheduler triggers temperature aware rerouting. It is assumed that the
scheduler is housed in one of the cores on the chip. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of
the combined thermal management scheme with a sliding window.
In the implementation considered in this thesis, the neural network based thermal
estimator will periodically predict the temperatures of all chip components i.e. cores, switches
and links. If any of the components temperature exceeds the target threshold, that component is
flagged and a notification flit containing either distance vector or DTM triggering information is
sent to the Wireless Interconnect (WI) nearest to that component.
From the WI this thermal control message of one flit is routed downstream to the target
switch whose associated component has exceeded the target threshold temperature. The format
of this thermal control message is as visualized in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Thermal control message format.

11

3.1.

Task Allocation Heuristics
A task reallocation heuristic which considers both temperature characteristics of the chip

as well as the performance of the WiNoC is being proposed in this thesis. In order to trigger task
reallocation, the estimated temperature from a neural network based thermal predictor is utilized.
This task reallocation heuristic is combined with temperature aware rerouting and the resultant
temperature as well as the resultant performance and energy efficiency of data communication
over the defined WiNoC architecture. A novel task reallocation algorithm based on Future
Temperature Trends (FTT) was proposed in [4]. It is a temperature-prioritized method where
task reallocation is done such that threads with highest power consumption are allocated to either
the fastest cooling or slowest heating cores. The algorithm mentioned in [4] is adopted and
modified to factor in the performance of the NoC as well as temperature of the links and
switches along with temperature of the cores. A thermal weight, Tw is defined to determine the
rate of heating or cooling of a core as shown in the (1). All cores are classified into two sets
namely, Core+ for those with increasing temperature and Core- for those with decreasing
temperature, based on the difference in current and predicted temperature for that core. Each core
is assigned a weight, Tw as:

(1)

Where T is the current temperature, and a+ and a- are respectively the temperature
increment and decrement. Tasks with highest power dissipation are mapped onto cores with
least thermal weights. This ensures thermally optimal distribution of tasks to achieve the best
uniformity in temperature of all cores. However, in this case, performance resulting from the
12

reallocation may not be optimal as it is possible that highly communicating tasks are mapped
onto distant cores. As a result, packets need to go through multiple hops before reaching the
destination. For this reason, a performance weight factor, Pw, for each core which considers the
underlying architecture so as to have improved performance is introduced. Pw is computed based
on communication density and hop counts between the cores. In order to improve performance,
the goal is to reallocate the tasks such that tasks with high communication densities will allocate
to cores as near as possible. The performance factor, Pw is proportional to the hop count between
the core being considered for task reallocation and all other cores and its communication density.
Equation (2) shows how Pw,i for the ith core is computed.

(2)

Here, hij is the number of hops between core i and core j, and fij represents the
communication density between the two cores. To consider both performance and thermal
characteristics, a final weight, W, is computed as follows:

(3)
Where

and

are the normalized thermal and performance weights.

is a weight

parameter between 0 and 1 that controls the importance of either performance or temperature on
the heuristic.

is considered to be 0.5 so as to give equal importance to both temperature and

performance weights. The core for task reallocation is selected as the one with minimum
obtained from the (3). Figure 4 is an algorithmic representation of the heuristic.
13

,

Figure 4: The Proposed task reallocation heuristic.

3.2.

Temperature-Aware Rerouting
In this section, a dynamic temperature-aware task rerouting mechanism that takes into

account switch and link temperatures such that heat dissipation is evenly distributed is being
proposed. The temperature-aware rerouting mechanism is based on the Distance Vector Routing
(DVR) algorithm [32] based on the Bellman-Ford equation for the NoC environment. DVR was
designed to support routing under dynamic conditions in large scale networks. It is the de-facto
standard for intra-domain routing over the internet where varying congestion conditions and
traffic flows affect network integrity [32].
Neighboring nodes (switches) maintain the cumulative path cost to all other nodes in the
network also known as the distance vector. In addition each switch also has a forwarding-table
14

containing the information about the next hop for all destinations. If a change in the link cost is
detected, the distance vectors are packetized along with the time stamp and advertised between
the nearest neighbors by all the switches. The routing table of a switch is updated every time a
change in the link cost is triggered by the temperature of a NoC component exceeding the
threshold. Thus, the routing tables in the switches may change several times until the entire
network converges. This may result in the creation of deadlocks. In order to avoid such
deadlocks, the proposed rerouting scheme uses two routing tables for every switch. The old
routing table is used to route all the data packets until the network converges. Only after network
convergence the newly calculated routing table is used to route all the newly generated
data packets. The worst convergence delay of the routing protocols are determined by the time
necessary for propagating new paths. This propagation delay depends on the connectivity of the
network i.e. maximum diameter of the network and message processing delay of the switches
[33]. For the implementation used in this thesis, each switch has one virtual channel (VC) to
process the packetized distance vector information. Moreover, since the control packets are of
short length, the delay in message processing is significantly reduced. To add to this, these
control packets use the wireless links that are deployed to optimize the network performance by
minimizing the average hop count. A well connected small-world network augmented with
single hop WIs ensures faster convergence of the DVR algorithm. Experimentally, it has been
found out that a period of 600 cycles is sufficient for an entire network to converge in a 64 core
system. Thus, all switches start using the new routing table information after 600 cycles after the
rerouting is triggered. Switches know the exact time to start as the thermal predictor broadcasts
the time stamp of the last prediction when it sends the control flit that triggers the rerouting.

15

When applying DVR, a link cost function that would locally respond to changing
conditions to avoid routing information through switches or links experiencing dangerously high
or rising temperatures is designed. Consequently, in a dynamic routing scenario, DVR scales
better than the Dijkstra’s algorithm, since it does not require the aggregation of link state
information from the entire network at a single authority. Thus, a local cost function that enables
a distributed adaptive dynamic routing mechanism so as to avoid thermal hotspots is designed
(Equation (4)).

(4)

Where, is the source,
component and

,

is the node across the link,

is the temperature of the ith

are the hysteresis thresholds as depicted in Figure 5.

is considered to be equal to the target temperature of the proposed combined DTM
scheme and

to be 3º less than the target temperature to limit frequent network

reconfiguration. At network initialization, the link costs of all switches are 1, supporting
minimum path routing. The initial distance vectors are pre-computed based on the topology
using Dijkstra’s algorithm and the forwarding-tables in the switches are initialized accordingly.
During operation, the scheduler will predict temperatures of links and switches at certain
intervals of time. If a link or switch temperature rises above
setting the cost to

, it is effectively deactivated by

. Following the DVR protocol, the switch advertises a new distance vector to

its neighbors. This forces the network to reconfigure its routing to alternative paths
circumventing the link and/or the switch. Following the reduction of relaying through the hot
16

Figure 5: Hysterisis based link cost function.

link/switch, it cools down over time. When the temperature of a link or switch falls below

,a

cost of 1 is assigned to that component. The switch advertises its new distance vector and the
network can use the component as a relay once more. The hysteresis structure of the cost
function limits the rate of network reconfigurations thereby providing a stable network.
In practical scenarios, the network paths using DVR eventually converge to the shortest
path routing tree obtained through Dijkstra’s algorithm [32]. The old forwarding table is used till
the entire network reaches convergence to avoid multiple paths between same source/destination
pairs. Deadlock is avoided as at any point of time the flits are transferred over paths along the
shortest path routing tree.

3.3.

Thermal Predictor
The efficiency of a DTM scheme depends on proper thermal estimation and response

delay of the control mechanism. From this viewpoint, we can divide DTM techniques into two
types: reactive and proactive DTM. In case of reactive DTM methods, generally on-chip thermal
sensors are used to sense and measure the temperature. This allows the hardware to execute at
full speed and initiate a corrective measure only when the temperature reaches a thermal limit
17

which invokes a temperature control mechanism. However, the effectiveness of such a system
relies on the associated response delay. Due to the response delay, thermal thresholds need to be
set such that temperature overshoots that impact the systems performance are avoided.
Moreover, on-chip thermal sensors are sensitive to process variations and without recalibration,
can report erroneous temperature [2].
In proactive or predictive DTM, the future temperature is estimated from the performance
counters or utilization metrics in advance, hence eliminating the chance of temperature
overshoots. Due to this, the impact on performance is considerable minimal for such proactive
DTM mechanisms [3]. However, since these thermal management schemes have to be
implemented on-chip, it is imperative that these schemes have low computational and area
overheads. In this section, we look at two possible temperature prediction schemes; one, a LUT
based approach, and second an ANN based approach.
In [4], the authors proposed an event driven LUT based thermal predictor for a 2x2
system. Such an LUT based scheme was shown to be computationally less intensive and was
capable of predicting the thermal profile very accurately. Even though the LUT based approach
is known to be more accurate, for a 64 core system it is considerably taxing on the memory to
house such an estimator when compared to its ANN based thermal estimator counterpart.
ANN based prediction mechanisms have been shown to perform with relatively high
levels of accuracy for different applications [5]. In this thesis, a hardware based ANN-based
thermal predictor as proposed in [6] is adopted. This ANN has been trained such that it is capable
of predicting the temperature of any component at any given time based on the utilization of the
chip components. The inputs to the ANN are utilization of all the chip components and the time

18

at which the temperature of the system needs to be predicted. The output of the ANN is
compared with the target threshold, producing a single bit output for each component.

Figure 6: Subdivided ANN streams of the proposed structure.
This single bit denotes if the components’ temperature has crossed the target temperature
threshold. The ANN consists of two elements: neurons or computational nodes, and the synapse,
which is the interconnection between neurons. So as to reduce the hardware overheads and to
reuse available resources, the neurons are realized as parallel multiply-accumulate (MAC)
operational units.
As shown in Figure 6, the trained ANN consists of three streams; a core stream, link
stream and a switch stream. Having such a structure, with three subdivided streams for each
element (core, link and switch) improves the accuracy and reduces the number of connections
between the hidden layer and the output layer i.e. the fully connected neurons exist only between
19

the hidden neurons of cores and the output neurons of the cores. This reduction in the number of
connections between the hidden neurons and the output neurons also decreases the latency of the
prediction. For the 64 core system considered for this thesis, the total number of hidden layer
neurons used for the core stream is 250, while for the switch and link streams it is 50 and 100
respectively. Log-sigmoid and linear activation functions are respectively used for the hidden
and output layers of the ANN. This results in better accuracy in prediction.

20

Chapter 4

Test Cases and Evaluations

In recent times several WiNoC architectures have been explored. Small-world networks
are a type of complex networks that are often found in nature, which are characterized by short
distance and long range links [30]. These small-world networks have much improved
performance as they have a very low average number of hops between any set of nodes, even in
a very large network. Thus, such small-world networks are suitable for use in scalable, hybrid
WiNoCs where conventional wireline interconnects are augmented with long-range wireless
shortcut links. For this thesis, the approach followed by [29] in designing a WiNoC based
architecture utilizing long-range wireless interconnects that are overlaid on a conventional
wireline NoC is adopted. However, unlike in [29] for this thesis the wireless interconnects are
actually used to broadcast temperature related control information to all the NoC switches. From
several earlier research works it has been noted that the mm-wave wireless antennas are not
directional and thus can be used for broadcast type transmissions over shared wireless channels.
This thesis focuses on sending utilization information from all cores, switches and links
using the shared wireless channel to a thermal predictor which then estimates the temperature of
various components of the chip based on the information sent. The utilization of the cores is
represented as the percentage of utilization of the processors, while the utilization for the
switches are measured as the ratio of the actual buffer occupancy to the maximum buffer
capacity. Utilization of links are measured at the switches attached to these links as the ratio of
actual rate of flits transferred over the link to the maximum capacity of the link. All utilization
values are expressed in percentages.
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Every switch collects the utilization percentages of the core and outgoing links connected
to it as well as its own utilization percentage, then packetizes this information and sends it to the
thermal predictor through the wireless channel. Once the thermal predictor receives this
information, the predictor estimates the future temperature profile of the chip so as to trigger the
combined dynamic thermal management scheme that is proposed in this thesis. Due to the usage
of WIs efficiently in the WiNoC, the overall hop count is reduced, and the switches and cores
receive the thermal control packets quickly. The combined effect of the wireless transmission of
control information along with the prediction based triggering of the thermal management
scheme ensures a quick response making sure there are no transient overshoots in temperature
above the defined target temperature threshold. In the following two sub-sections let us look at
the topology of the WiNoC and the physical layer of the wireless interconnects that are used to
setup the simulation environment. This WiNoC discussed, forms the platform on which we
evaluate the proposed combined DTM technique.

4.1.

Topology
The proposed WiNoC is a hybrid, small world topology where each core is connected to

a NoC switch, and each switch is connected other switches using wired and wireless links as
already shown in Figure 1. This topology is adopted from the WiNoC architecture discussed in
[11]. In order to establish wired links and at the same time satisfy the properties of small-world
graphs, the wireline topology is generated according to the inverse power law, so as to reduce
wiring costs [31].
In Equation (5),

is the probability of establishing a link between two switches i

and j, lij is the manhattan distance between the switches, fij is the frequency of communication
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between the switches i and j, and n is the total number of switches. Using the probability
distribution mentioned in (5), a Monte Carlo method is used to establish links between pairs of
switches. Also, from (5) it can be seen that the probability of establishing a link between two
switches i and j which are separated by distance lij is proportional to the distance raised to a
finite negative power, α. Value of α is chosen so as to have optimized wiring costs [31].

.

(5)

To compute the distance between switches, a tile-based floorplan of the cores on the die
is considered. In (5) the frequency of communication between cores, fij is also considered. This is
to make sure that more frequently communicating cores have a greater probability of having a
direct link, to optimize the topology, if the application specific non-uniform traffic pattern is
known apriori. Such a power law based link distribution results in both short distance link
interconnections as well as long distance interconnections as the probability of long distance
links always non-zero.
After establishing the wireline topology, the WIs are deployed over the NoC so as to
maximize performance. As already seen in Figure 1, the processing core consisting of the
thermal prediction unit along with the scheduler is associated with a WI. This ensures fast and
efficient exchange of broadcast type thermal control signals to and from the scheduler. Besides
this WI, the number and location of other WIs are determined through an optimization step. In
order to achieve the best performance of the WiNoC we optimize the average hop-count of the
WiNoC by varying both the number and location of the WIs in the NoC.
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Due to the potentially huge search space and concerns of scalability of the approach we
adopt a simulated annealing based optimization which is shown to achieve nearly optimal
configurations in such applications of designing WiNoC architectures in significantly less
number of iterations compared to exhaustive search techniques. While increasing the number of
WIs deployed in the NoC reduces the hop-count steadily due to better connectivity, the
performance of individual wireless links gets degraded due to the adopted MAC mechanism
being a token passing protocol as discussed in chapter 3.4. As the token is circulated among a
higher number of WIs each WI is forced to wait longer for access to the wireless medium. This
has a negative impact on the performance of the WiNoC. Thus, the hop count is optimized as a
function of the location of the WIs using SA and the WiNoC performance measured as available
bandwidth, as a function of the number of WIs through system level simulations. Unlike how it
is done in [29], in this thesis the traffic utilization is not optimized as it is not practical to predict
the traffic pattern accurately for unknown applications. Moreover, the proposed combined
thermal management scheme includes temperature-aware rerouting to avoid thermal hotspots in
a dynamic response to transient variations in temperature which is a more practical approach to
hotspot avoidance in the NoC components rather than static optimizations based on statistical
knowledge of the expected traffic pattern as was proposed in [29].

4.2.

Antenna and Transceiver
Two principal components of the WiNoC architecture are the antenna and the transceiver.

The on-chip antenna for the WiNoC has to provide the best power gain for the smallest area
overhead. A metal zigzag antenna has been demonstrated to possess these characteristics [24]. In
addition, the zig-zag antennas are not directional. For this reason, these zigzag antennas are
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suitable to transfer broadcast thermal control messages to all other WIs which are deployed in
different parts of the chip as discussed in Chapter 3. For this thesis, the antenna design discussed
in [9] is adopted which provides a 3dB bandwidth of 16 GHz with a center frequency around 60
GHz for a communication range of 20 mm. For optimum power efficiency, the quarter wave
antenna uses an axial length of 0.38 mm in the silicon substrate.
To ensure high throughput and efficiency, the WI transceiver circuitry has to provide a
very wide bandwidth as well as low power consumption. The transceiver design is adopted from
[9] where low power design considerations are taken into account in the architectural level. Noncoherent on-off keying (OOK) modulation is chosen, as it allows relatively simple and low
power circuit implementation.

4.3.

Flow Control and Wireless Communication Protocol
In the WiNoC, data is transferred via wormhole routing using virtual channel (VC) based

switches. Data packets are broken down and transferred in the form of flow control units or flits
which are the smallest amount of information that can be transferred between adjacent switches
in one clock cycle [34]. In addition to normal VCs to transfer data flits, switches equipped with
WI will have one reserved VC to send the utilization and routing control packets. All the
switches will send link and switch packetized their activity information to their nearest WIs that
in turn will send these packets to the scheduler. Based on this information, scheduler will predict
the temperature using thermal predictor to trigger the proposed DTM scheme.
Advances in antenna and mm-wave transceiver design in standard bulk CMOS
technologies have made on-chip wireless interconnect feasible. However, due to the limited
bandwidth of the wireless channels at such high frequencies limits the achievable performance
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benefits. Designing wireless transceivers in multiple frequency bands for enhancing the
performance of the NoC is a non-trivial challenge and is not scalable in the near future. One way
of avoiding interference and contention between multiple transmitters is wireless token passing
protocol to give access to the medium to a single transmitter at a time. The token passing scheme
eliminates the need for centralized control and arbitration among the transceivers, which might
be located in distant parts of the die. Hence, the token passing scheme has been adopted in
multiple WiNoC designs [9][13]. A single-bit register in the wireless switches can denote the
presence of the token at a WI to minimize the associated hardware. When this register is set, it
enables that particular WI to transmit data flits over the wireless medium. When the WI is done
with its transmission it passes the token to the next WI in a round robin fashion. The token flit
consists of two fields, nextWI and prevWI. The prevWI denotes the ID of the WI that released
the token and the nextWI denotes the ID of the WI that will possess the token next. With the
token passing protocol the WIs can communicate with any other WI when it possesses the token.

4.4.

Simulation Environment
In order to evaluate the temperature profile, performance and energy consumption of the

NoCs, an integrated simulation environment as shown in Figure 7 was developed. For
application based traffic patterns GEM5 [35], a full system simulator was used to obtain detailed
processor and network level information on SPLASH-2 [36] and PARSEC [37] benchmarks. A
system running Linux with 64 alpha cores is considered within the GEM5 platform. The memory
system adopted is MOESI_CMP_directory, with a 64KB L1 instruction and data cache, and a
shared 64MB (1MB distributed to each core) L2 cache.
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Figure 7: Thermal profile evaluation simulation flow.
The traffic pattern information obtained for each benchmark from the GEM5 simulator is
used in the NoC simulator to obtain NoC performance based on average network latency, peak
bandwidth and average packet energy. The ANN thermal predictor estimates the thermal profile,
which triggers the combined DTM mechanism, which appropriately updates the routing paths
and task mappings dynamically in the NoC simulator. The NoC architecture is characterized
using a cycle accurate simulator that models the progress of flits accurately per clock cycle
accounting for those flits that reach their destination as well as those that are stalled.
The width of all wired links is considered to be the size of a flit, which is considered to be
32 bits. The packet size is considered to be 64 flits for all experiments shown. Both wired and
wireless links have adopted wormhole routing. The NoC switch arbitration used consists of three
functional stages; input arbitration, routing/switch traversal, and output arbitration [39]. Each
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switch port has four virtual channels for data transfer and one reserved virtual channel for control
packet each with a buffer depth of 2 flits. However, the wireless ports have an increased buffer
depth of 8 flits so as to avoid dropping packets while waiting for the token. Increasing the buffer
depth beyond this has been shown to not produce any performance improvements for this packet
size, but only adds to the additional area overhead [9]. The switches are synthesized from RTL
level designs using the 65nm standard cell libraries from CMP [40], using Synopsys. The NoC
switches are driven with a clock frequency of 2.5GHz at 1V.
The mm-wave wireless transceiver discussed in [9] is designed and characterized using
TSMC 65nm CMOS process and has been shown to dissipate 36.7mW for long range on-chip
communication distances of the order of 20mm while sustaining a data rate of 16Gbps with a
bit-error rate (BER) of less than 10-15.

Determination of an Optimized WiNoC Topology
Before we delve into the experimental results of the combined DTM mechanism, it is
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Figure 8: Performance optimization with different number of WIs in a 64 core
WiNoC.
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important to discuss about the optimization of the WiNoC architecture. As is seen from Figure 8,
increasing the number of wireless interconnects results in a much better connected NoC
topology, with a reduced average hop count. The graph in Figure 8 is shown for a multicore chip
with 64 cores. However, since the wireless nodes operate on the channel based on a token based
MAC system, increasing the number of WIs increases the time taken for the token to return to a
particular wireless node, especially under heavy traffic conditions, thus negatively affecting the
performance. This overhead has been modeled as part of the token based MAC protocol in the
network simulator.
System level simulations were used to analyze the performance of the WiNoC in terms of
network bandwidth as a function of the number of WIs. Bandwidth is measured as the average
number of bits arriving per second. In order to represent a generic traffic scenario where both
local and long distance traffics exist, uniform random traffic is used to generate the result seen in
Figure 8. It can be seen from the figure that the bandwidth peaks for a particular number of WIs
and then decreases as the number of WIs are increased. This is due to the increased average wait
time for a particular WI in a token based system. Also seen from the figure, that 10 is the optimal
number of WIs for a system with 64 cores, which is also the number of WIs considered in the
WiNoC architecture for this thesis.

4.6.

Thermal Characteristics of Combined DTM
In this section, we shall evaluate the thermal characteristics of the combined DTM

mechanism. In order to evaluate the characteristics at a high target temperature, the die is first
warmed up to a temperature of 60°C. The goal of this thesis is to show the effectiveness of the
combined DTM scheme, and that it successfully restricts the maximum temperature of the chip
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within the target temperature. The target temperature can be chosen as some temperature that is
lesser than the maximum tolerable junction temperature of all the electronic devices on the chip,
considering the cooling capabilities of the system environment. Even though, any temperature

Figure 9: Maximum chip temperature with and without combined DTM for (a) CANNEAL, (b)
BODYTRACK, (c) VIPS, (d) FLUIDANIMATE, (e) SWAPTION, (f) FREQMINE, (g) FFT, (h)
RADIX, and (i) LU traffic, for uniform time.
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greater than the ambient temperature can be chosen as the target temperature, for the experiments
shown in this thesis a target temperature of 68ºC is chosen, which is set at the beginning of the
experiment. The selection of an ideal target threshold is out of the scope of this thesis.
Figures 9 and 10 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), .(f), (g), (h), (i) and (j) show the peak die
temperature for CANNEAL, BODYTRACK, VIPS, DEDUP, FLUIDANIMATE, SWAPTION,
FREQMINE, FFT, RADIX, and LU traffic respectively. Figure 9 shows the transient response of
all benchmarks run for a uniform amount of time. From the figure it can be seen that since each
benchmark is unique and has a different communication density pattern, the maximum chip
temperature for each benchmark reaches target threshold at different times. Due to this, some
benchmarks trigger the combined DTM scheme several times, while at the same time for some
the maximum chip temperature may not reach target threshold at all. For this reason, the
simulations are run based on the number of times we trigger DTM as it provides a more effective
way to study the behavior of the combined DTM technique. The simulations in Figure 10 show
the peak die temperature for the benchmarks such that we trigger the combined DTM scheme
three times. From the figure it can be seen that for the case with the combined DTM mechanism,
the peak temperature after reaching the target temperature, triggers either temperature-aware
rerouting or the task reallocation scheme to contain the peak temperature within the specified
target temperature. For the case where the DTM scheme is not applied, it can be seen that the
peak temperature of the chip increases exponentially.
In all cases with the DTM scheme, the peak temperature is always below the target
temperature. However, in case of CANNEAL, BODYTRACK, SWAPTION and RADIX traffic
patterns, the effect of the combined DTM scheme is more prominent. This is because, for these
benchmarks, few cores have very high communication densities, while others have a relatively
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uniform communication pattern amongst themselves. Thus, the temperatures of those cores
having high communication densities tends to increase, creating hotspot like scenarios. As a
result, redistributing this traffic to cooler cores using cooler links and switches attains a more
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Figure 10: Maximum chip temperature with and without combined DTM for (a) CANNEAL, (b)
BODYTRACK, (c) VIPS, (d) FLUIDANIMATE, (e) SWAPTION, (f) FREQMINE, (g) FFT, (h)
RADIX, and (i) LU traffic, run as long as the combined DTM scheme is triggered thrice.
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The efficacy of the combined DTM approach is more evident from Figure 11, where the
long term transient temperature response of the chip with the combined DTM scheme is shown.
Also seen is the long term response of a system with just a temperature-aware rerouting scheme.
The responses seen are for the CANNEAL benchmark. In comparison, DTM is triggered more
number of times for the system with just temperature-aware rerouting than the system with the
combined DTM. Due to the absence of a core-level DTM policy, this results in oscillations in
routing paths. With time, the temperature of the cores also starts to increase, which in turn affects
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Figure 11: Maximum chip temperature with and without combined DTM scheme for
CANNEAL traffic running for long duration.

the combined DTM. Due to the absence of a core-level DTM policy, this results in oscillations in
the routing paths.
With time, the temperature of the cores also starts to increase, which in turn affects the
temperature of the links and switches. Due to this, the temperature of the links and switches also
increases more rapidly, thus making it more difficult to find alternative cooler paths, which
results in oscillations of the routing paths.
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For the case with only temperature-aware rerouting, the DTM mechanism is triggered
much more frequently than for the case with combined DTM. This in turn makes packets take
certain sub-optimal paths so as to avoid “hot” switches/links. Moreover, the flow of utilization
information (as input to ANN) and rerouting control packets in the network consume network
resources. Due to these factors because of the frequent triggering of the DTM mechanism the
System without DTM

System with combined DTM

System with only temperature-aware rerouting

Normalized performance metric
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Figure 12: Comparison of normalized performance metric of the system with only
temperature-aware rerouting with system with combined DTM.

performance of a system with only rerouting takes a hit. Figure 12 shows how this frequent
triggering of the DTM scheme for the case with only temperature-aware rerouting affects the
performance of the system for the CANNEAL benchmark. Figure 12 shows that there is a 2.8%
decrease in bandwidth, a 3.5% increase in packet energy and a 4% increase in latency of a
system having only rerouting when compared to a system having the proposed combined DTM
mechanism.
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Figure 13: Transient temperature response for CANNEAL with two different target
temperatures.

Figure 13 shows the thermal response for the system with CANNEAL benchmark traffic
for two different target temperatures. The figure shows the thermal response for a target
temperature of 66ºC and 68ºC. It goes on to show that the combined DTM scheme is capable of
containing the peak temperature of the system within the specified target temperature. However,
for a lower target temperature set, the DTM scheme is triggered more frequently, which in turn
can potentially affect the performance of the system. We shall discuss the the tradeoffs in
implementing the combined DTM scheme in the next section.

4.7.

Performance tradeoffs of combined DTM scheme
In this section, let’s look at the tradeoffs in performance of the WiNoC with the

combined DTM scheme for application specific workloads. We consider two WiNoC systems,
one without any DTM and one with combined DTM scheme. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the
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Figure 15: Normalized packet energy of system with combined DTM for different
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Figure 14: Normalized bandwidth of system with combined DTM for different
application-specific traffics.
normalized bandwidth, packet energy and latency for these systems for a target threshold of
68°C.
From Figure 14 it can be observed that the system with combined DTM scheme shows a
3.2% decrease in peak bandwidth on an average as compared to a system without DTM. This is
because, both the task reallocation heuristic as well as the temperature aware rerouting
intrinsically change the path of the packets by either re-mapping tasks to cooler cores or by
avoiding hot switches/links. As a result, triggering combined DTM forces data to take sub36

optimal paths. Consequently, packets pass through more switches and links than would be
necessary with shortest path routing. However, as our proposed task reallocation heuristic
considers the communication density, the impact on the bandwidth of the system is always lower
than 5%.
On the other hand, average packet energy and latency of the system with combined DTM
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Figure 16: Normalized latency of system with combined DTM for different
application-specific traffics.
is approximately 4-7% higher than the system without combined DTM for all benchmarks
considered here as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. This is because in the system with
Combined DTM, the data packets encounter more number of hops to avoid hot
links/switches/cores leading to an increase in the packet energy and latency as compared to the
system without combined DTM. Additionally, flow of utilization information (as input to ANN)
and rerouting control packets in the network consume network resources that in turn can increase
latency and consequently packet energy. However, since compared to data packets these special
packets are of short length and utilize the wireless links only, these control flits account for only
a fraction of the total number of flits flowing through the network and hence the effect is not
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substantial. Although implementing a combined DTM scheme has an impact on the performance,
the impact is not significant, achieving a good tradeoff between temperature uniformity and
performance.
Figure 17 shows the effect of setting a lower target threshold temperature on the
performance in the presence of CANNEAL traffic. Figure 17 represents the normalized peak
system bandwidth and normalized packet energy for two different target temperature thresholds,
66ºC and 68 ºC. Both the peak system bandwidth and packet energy are normalized with respect
to the system without any DTM scheme.
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Figure 17: Effect of target temperature on performance in presence of CANNEAL
traffic.
From the figure it can be seen that the system with greater target threshold temperature
performs better than a system with lower target threshold temperature. This is because, in order
to avoid hot cores/links/switches, temperature aware rerouting or task reallocation inherently
changes route of data packets. In case of low temperature threshold, combined DTM triggers
more frequently which results in taking suboptimal routing path more often. As a result the
bandwidth decreases and packet energy increases as is seen in the figure. Thus, setting the target
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threshold is imperative as it can affect the performance of the chip directly. As the proposed
combined DTM scheme is capable of working for any defined target temperature, one should set
the target temperature depending on maximum tolerable junction temperature of the electronic
devices on the chip and the applications environment of the system.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Thermal problems on multicore chips are exacerbated by aggressive scaling of system
size and the inter-core traffic pattern over the NoC fabric. A temperature-aware adaptive
dynamic thermal management technique which combines both task reallocation and rerouting
designed for the WiNoC architecture successfully restricts the temperature of both the core level
and NoC level components within any target threshold temperature specified. The wireless
interconnection with broadcast abilities along with the prediction capability of the ANN improve
the reaction time of such a system ensuring on-chip temperatures never exceed the target
threshold. Such a system can be used to design thermally efficient multicore chips with wireless
NoC fabrics.
Even though the combined DTM system is efficient in maintaining the on-chip
temperature within specified target threshold temperature, it does have a tax on the overall
system performance. There is an approximately 4-7% increase in latency and average packet
energy. The DTM system also reduces the bandwidth of the overall system by at the most 5%.
The DTM scheme is designed such that it makes sure the impact on the bandwidth of the system
is no greater than a 5% reduction. Although the combined DTM scheme impacts the
performance of the system, it acts to maintain thermal stability of the chip, thus improving
reliability and lifetime of the chip.
The target temperature threshold value has a direct impact on the performance of the
system i.e. performance of the system is better for greater target threshold values. This makes it
imperative to intelligently set a target temperature based on the maximum tolerable junction
temperature of the electronic devices on the chip.
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This combined DTM design is particularly suitable for applications where the utilization
of the cores and NoC components are heterogeneous where some parts are utilized to a large
extent creating local thermal hotspots leaving other components relatively cooler. Under these
circumstances the workload can be redistributed to relatively cooler parts dynamically to ensure
a more homogeneous thermal profile.
As part of future work for this thesis, having a self-adjusting NoC system that is capable
of reacting to dynamic predictions in temperature and network congestion information will lead
to a much more efficient system in terms of maintaining temperature uniformity across the chip.
Also, intelligent integration of such a dynamic thermal management scheme with a suitable
power management technique like Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) could lead
to a more efficient management of temperature uniformity across the chip.
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